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Abstract—Considering great benefits brought by massive
multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO) technologies in Internet
of things (IoT), it is of vital importance to analyze new massive
MIMO channel characteristics and develop corresponding chan-
nel models. In the literature, various massive MIMO channel
models have been proposed and classified with different but con-
fusing methods, i.e., physical vs. analytical method and determin-
istic vs. stochastic method. To have a better understanding and
usage of massive MIMO channel models, this work summarizes
different classification methods and presents an up-to-date unified
classification framework, i.e., artificial intelligence (AI)-based
predictive channel models and classical non-predictive channel
models, which further clarify and combine the deterministic
vs. stochastic and physical vs. analytical methods. Furthermore,
massive MIMO channel measurement campaigns are reviewed to
summarize new massive MIMO channel characteristics. Recent
advances in massive MIMO channel modeling are surveyed. In
addition, typical non-predictive massive MIMO channel models
are elaborated and compared, i.e., deterministic models and
stochastic models, which include correlation-based stochastic
model (CBSM), geometry-based stochastic model (GBSM), and
beam domain channel model (BDCM). Finally, future challenges
in massive MIMO channel modeling are given.

Index Terms—Massive MIMO channel models, AI/ML-based
predictive channel models, geometry-based stochastic model,
correlation-based stochastic model, beam domain channel model.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Future sixth generation (6G) system aims to fulfill highly
demanded wireless communication requirements and visions
[1], [2]. It will be an intelligent network that links humans,
robots, smart cars, medical devices, industry equipments, etc.,
together to accomplish ultra reliable low latency Internet of
things (IoT) paradigm shift. However, the massive access
and low-cost real time interactions of sensors/systems pose
huge challenges to 6G intelligent IoT. Massive multiple-input
multiple-output (MIMO) [3], which equips tens, hundreds,
or even thousands of individual antennas at the base station
(BS) to serve tens of user equipment (UE) simultaneously,
can significantly improve energy efficiency (EE), spectrum
efficiency (SE), and system capacity of IoT. In view of the
great benefits brought by massive MIMO, it can be used
at sub-6 GHz, millimeter wave (mmWave), terahertz (THz),
and optical wireless frequency bands, and can be incorporated
in different IoT communication scenarios to provide reliable
communications [4]–[10].

To design and evaluate performance of wireless communi-
cation system, channel modeling has always played a pivotal
role, as illustrated in Fig. 1. Great efforts have been done
in channel modeling to pursue more accurate description of
wireless channels, especially to follow the drastic development
of wireless communication technologies. In IoT scenarios, the
channel shows varied path loss, random fluctuations, non-line-
of-sight (NLoS) propagation, large amounts of scatterers, and
multi-mobility. Inevitably, along with the dramatic increase
of antenna array size, new propagation channel characteristics
appear in massive MIMO channels. In order to choose suit-
able channel model and provide accurate description of new
massive MIMO channel characteristics, further considering
the convenience for channel estimation, system performance
analysis, etc., it is of great value to clarify different channel
modeling methodologies as well as their pros and cons.
There are many channel models proposed abiding by dif-
ferent methodologies. This survey contributes to clarify the
methodologies and specialties of different channel models,
especially to unravel their potentials in the face of new massive
MIMO channel characteristics. This will be accomplished in
two steps: classification and comparison.

As the most intuitive way to understand wireless channels,
channel measurements are often carried out in the time or
frequency domain to acquire measurement data for certain
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Fig. 1. Importance of massive MIMO channel modeling.

communication scenarios [11]. The channel impulse response
(CIR) or channel transfer function (CTF) can then be obtained
based on multipath component (MPC) parameters extracted
by using data post-processing algorithms, such as multi-
ple signal classification (MUSIC) [12] and space-alternating
generalized expectation-maximization (SAGE) [13]–[15] al-
gorithms. To reduce costs of channel measurements, ray-
tracing (RT) can be used to simulate the electromagnetic
wave propagation [16]. Besides channel measurements and RT,
there are also correlation-based stochastic models (CBSMs),
geometry-based stochastic models (GBSMs), artificial intelli-
gence (AI)/machine learning (ML)-based channel models, etc.
GBSMs need to carefully design the CIR with parameters
calculated according to geometrical relationships among the
transmitter (Tx), receiver (Rx), and scatterers. CBSMs are de-
rived from temporal and spatial correlation matrices. AI/ML-
based channel models are trained with extensive measurement
or simulation data samples to predict channel statistics for
unknown channels. Some channel models are standardized by
international organizations for practical applications, such as
the European cooperation in the field of scientific and technical
research (COST) 2100 [17], 3rd generation partnership project
(3GPP) spatial channel model (SCM) [18], wireless world
initiative for new radio (WINNER) II/+ [19], [20], millimeter-
wave evolution for backhaul and access (MiWEBA) [21], quasi
deterministic radio channel generator (QuaDRiGa) [22], etc.
However, it will be shown in this paper that most existing
channel models fail to consider complete new characteristics
of massive MIMO channels.

In the literature, different methods have been proposed to
classify channel models. For instance, there are narrowband
vs. wideband channel models, stationary vs. non-stationary
channel models, and channel models based on different com-
munication scenarios such as vehicle-to-vehicle (V2V), high
speed train (HST), unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV), satellite,
and maritime channel models [23]. The aforementioned classi-
fication methods are simple and not sufficient to give an utmost
separation of various channel models. Another two popular
classification methods are physical vs. analytical [24], [25]
and deterministic vs. stochastic [23] ones. The former method
is categorized by model parameters either physically based or
mathematically/analytically based, while the latter method is
classified by model parameters containing either only fixed
values or random variables. However, it will be shown in this

paper that the above two methods fail to include the latest
channel models such as AI/ML-based channel models. Also,
the physical vs. analytical method is unable to provide exclu-
sive classifications of channel models. Furthermore, channel
models with essentially the same methodology but different
names should be unified. For example, the newly proposed
beam domain channel models (BDCMs) are constructed by
transforming traditional channel models from the array domain
to beam domain [26]–[28]. It follows the same methodology
as virtual channel representation (VCR) [29].

In terms of comparison, the performance of channel models
can be measured by three key performance indicators (KPIs),
i.e., accuracy, complexity, and pervasiveness/universality [1].
Accuracy is an important indicator to measure to what extent
the real channel is reproduced by a channel model. This in-
cludes the comparison between the real channel and a channel
model regarding new channel characteristics. Complexity is
to measure the operations used for channel model generation
and affected by many factors such as parameter computa-
tion methods, numbers of parameters and CIR samples, etc.
Pervasiveness/universality means that the proposed channel
models should be adaptive to various frequency bands and
various communication scenarios by adjusting channel model
parameters. It is important to mention that the aim of designing
channel models is to get the optimum tradeoff among these
three KPIs. There are only few papers regarding the compar-
ison of various channel models in terms of the above KPIs
[30]–[39]. Previous comparisons mainly focused on two kinds
of traditional MIMO channel models, i.e., Kronecker based
stochastic models (KBSM) and GBSMs, in terms of their
accuracy and complexity [40]. To the best of our knowledge,
a thorough comparison of massive MIMO channel models
considering all the three KPIs is still missing in the literature.

A. Existing Surveys and Tutorials

In the literature, there are some survey papers that em-
phasize on different aspects of wireless channel models. We
summarize related survey papers in Table I. In [25], [41], and
[42], physical, analytical, and standardized MIMO channel
models were briefly reviewed. The benefits and limitations of
MIMO channel models were given in [42]. In [1] and [43],
available small-scale channel models, divided into determin-
istic and stochastic models, were summarized for different
6G frequency bands and scenarios. In [44], RT, map-based,
point cloud, quasi-deterministic, Saleh-Valenzuela (SV), prop-
agation graph, and GBSM were classified into deterministic,
semi-deterministic, and stochastic channel models. In [45],
mmWave channel propagation challenges were introduced,
standard channel models including the line-of-sight (LoS)
model, large-scale path loss models, outdoor-to-indoor pene-
tration loss, and spatial consistency were summarized. In [46],
deterministic, statistical, hybrid THz channel models in single-
antenna and ultra-massive MIMO systems were reviewed.
There are also survey papers about recent developments of
HST channel models [47], [48]. In terms of massive MIMO
channel models, recent advances of deterministic channel
models including RT and map-based, as well as stochastic
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TABLE I
RELATED SURVEYS ON WIRELESS CHANNEL MODELS.

Ref. Brief summary
[25], [41], [42] A survey of physical, analytical, and standardized MIMO channel models

[1], [43] A survey of 6G oriented wireless communication channel models

[44] Investigation of deterministic, semi-deterministic, and stochastic mmWave channel models

[45] Review of standardized mmWave channel models

[46] Review of deterministic, statistical, hybrid THz channel models in single-antenna and ultra-massive MIMO systems

[47], [48] An overview of HST channel measurements and models

[49] Review of deterministic and statistical massive MIMO channel models, RT and GBSM mainly

[3], [50], [51] Review of GBSMs and CBSMs in massive MIMO communication systems

channel models including GBSM were discussed in [49].
In [3], CBSMs including independent and identically distribut-
ed (i.i.d.) Rayleigh, correlation, and mutual coupling channel
models, and GBSMs including two dimensional (2D) and
three dimensional (3D) channel models were introduced. It
can be seen from the above mentioned surveys that a unified
classification framework considering the latest massive MIMO
channel models is absent. Also, there lacks a comprehensive
comparison of various massive MIMO channel models.

B. Main Contributions and Organization

To fill the above gaps, this paper elaborates on the classi-
fication and comparison of different massive MIMO channel
models. The main contributions of this work are summarized
as follows:

1) Two massive MIMO channel model classification meth-
ods, i.e., physical vs. analytical and deterministic vs.
stochastic methods, are introduced and compared. Then,
a unified predictive vs. non-predictive channel model
classification framework is proposed aiming for a more
coherent, completer, and exclusive classification method-
ology.

2) Massive MIMO channel characteristics analyzed based
on channel measurement campaigns are summarized.
Fundamentals and recent advances of massive MIMO
channel models considering new characteristics are de-
tailed reviewed comprehensively.

3) Comparisons of different massive MIMO channel models
are given in terms of three KPIs, i.e., accuracy, complex-
ity, and pervasiveness/universality.

4) Future challenges of massive MIMO channel modeling
are pointed out.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In
Section II, wireless channel model classification methods are
introduced and a unified classification framework is proposed.
In Section III, massive MIMO channel characteristics are
surveyed and fundamentals of several channel models are
introduced. In Section IV, comparisons of classical massive
MIMO channel models are presented. Future challenges are
summarized in Section V. Finally, conclusions are drawn in
Section VI.

Deterministic

GBSM

NGSM

CBSM

Propagation-
motivated

i.i.d. Rayleigh model

KBSM

Weichselberger model

VCR

SV model

Stored channel measurements

RT channel model

Physical

Analytical

Fig. 2. Physical and analytical classification method [25].

II. WIRELESS CHANNEL MODEL
CLASSIFICATIONS

A. Physical vs. Analytical Channel Model Classification

The classification of physical and analytical channel models
depicted in Fig. 2 can be referred to [25]. They are classified
by model parameters either physically propagation based or
mathematically/analytically based.

In wireless channels, caused by reflection, scattering, and
diffraction mechanisms, signals transmitted from Tx and im-
pinged at Rx may experience multipath propagation. MPCs
should have different parameters including complex ampli-
tude, delay, azimuth/elevation angle of arrival (AAoA/EAoA),
azimuth/elevation angle of departure (AAoD/EAoD), etc.
Channel models characterized based on MPC propagations
in array/physical domain are classified as physical model.
They aim to reproduce radio propagation without considering
the influences of antenna configurations and other system
setups. Physical channel models can be further divided into
deterministic model, GBSM, and non-geometrical stochastic
model (NGSM). If the model is devoted to simulate the
actual propagation mechanisms with fixed parameters, it is
deterministic. Stored channel measurements and RT can both
be used to acquire deterministic channel parameters. GBSM
can describe wireless channels based on the basic geometrical
relationships among Tx, Rx, and scatterers. Here, NGSM
mainly indicates the SV model [52]. In the SV model, it is
assumed that MPCs arrive in groups and scatterers can be
distinguished as clusters.

Correspondingly, channel models established in a mathe-
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Fig. 3. Deterministic and stochastic classification method [23].

matical way are analytical based. This category of models
highly relates to the channel and relies on system setups
including bandwidth and antenna array configuration. They
are usually used for information theory and signal processing
research. Analytical channel models can be subdivided into
CBSMs and propagation-motivated model. CBSMs assume
the elements of fast fading channel matrix are i.i.d. Gaussian
random variables. They are further divided into i.i.d. Rayleigh
model, KBSM, and Weichselberger model (WM) based on
different simplified spatial full correlation matrices. The i.i.d.
Rayleigh model is the simplest one, which assumes that the
antenna elements are far located and surrounded by enough
scatterers, i.e., no correlation and mutual coupling between
Tx and Rx antennas. Then, the elements of full correlation
matrix are all equal to one certain value. This model can only
be used when MPCs are rich and are distributed uniformly in
the spatial domain. The KBSM is formed by separating the
Tx and Rx spatial correlation as independent parts. However,
[53] showed that it cannot render the MPC structure correctly,
thus failed to provide accurate estimation of system capacity.
To overcome the drawbacks of KBSM, WM is proposed by
considering the mutual coupling between the Tx and Rx spatial
correlation property and employing eigenmodes of the Tx and
Rx correlation matrices. The WM shows significant modeling
accuracy over the KBSM. In Fig. 2, the propagation-motivated
model mainly includes VCR. It considers the propagation envi-
ronment between virtual Tx and Rx directions/beams with the
aid of a coupling matrix and discrete Fourier transformation
(DFT) matrix. Performance of this model highly relies on the
spatial resolution of the antenna array. Note that, we unify the
naming of VCR as BDCM in the following.

Regarding the clarity of this classification method, it should
be mentioned that CBSMs indicate stochastic models without
geometrical description. Therefore, CBSMs should also belong
to NGSM. In addition, physical models characterize MPC
transmission in the array domain, while BDCM characterizes
the channel in a virtual beam domain, they are all propagation-
motivated models.

B. Deterministic vs. Stochastic Channel Model Classification

The classification of deterministic and stochastic channel
models is shown in Fig. 3 [23]. The classification criterion
inherent in this method is whether the model parameters are
only fixed values or randomly distributed variables.

Deterministic models mean all related parameters are fixed
values. Once channel measurements or RT simulations are

conducted, MPC parameters and further the CIR/CTF are
known for sure. A single realization of a stochastic model,
not necessarily ergodic, also belongs to deterministic model.
Stochastic models should have at least one parameter that is
a random variable. Both GBSMs and NGSMs are classified
as stochastic models. They are different in the methodology
to acquire relative parameters or the channel matrix. It is
worth mentioning that GBSMs are subdivided into regular-
shaped (RS) which assumes that scatterers are distributed on
a regular geometry, and irregular-shaped (IS) which assumes
the scatterers are distributed on an irregular geometry. For
2D RS-GBSM, one-ring, two-ring, and ellipses are usually
used to mimic the scatterer distribution. For 3D RS-GBSM,
two-sphere, ellipsoids, and multiple confocal elliptic-cylinder
can be applied. Twin-cluster is extensively used for IS-GBSM,
which is very convenient and flexible to describe new massive
MIMO properties, such as cluster birth-death (BD) and spatial
non-stationarity. Details about the twin-cluster model will be
introduced in Section III. In addition, NGSMs mainly indicate
CBSMs.

This classification method provides an unambiguous clas-
sification of channel models. However, it should be further
updated to follow the latest development of wireless channel
modeling.

C. Predictive vs. Non-predictive Channel Model Classification

We propose a unified predictive vs. non-predictive channel
model classification framework, as shown in Fig. 4. This
classification method aims to:

1) provide a more coherent classification methodology
by inheriting the merit of deterministic vs. stochastic
method;

2) incorporate most existing massive MIMO channel models
for completer summarization;

3) provide non-overlapping and exclusive classification of
various channel models.

The principles inherent in this classification framework
include three consecutive layers. Firstly, with the inclusion of
AI/ML algorithms to expedite and simplify the channel model-
ing process, wireless channel models can be split into AI/ML-
based predictive models and classical non-predictive models.
Based on extensive channel measurements and simulations
at different communication scenarios with different system
configurations, if the channel parameters/characteristics for an
unknown channel are predicted using neural network (NN)
or other AI/ML algorithms, this model belongs to AI/ML-
based predictive models [54]. Otherwise, it belongs to non-
predictive models. The employed AI/ML algorithms can be
further split into supervised learning, unsupervised learning,
and reinforcement learning, more details can be found in
[55]. Secondly, non-predictive channel models are classified
into deterministic and stochastic models. The main criterion
is similar to the above deterministic vs. stochastic classification
method. Thirdly, deterministic and stochastic channel models
are further split according to that channel parameters are
physically or analytically motivated, respectively. For deter-
ministic channel models, the stored channel measurements
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Fig. 4. A proposed classification method of wireless channel models.

and RT channel model are physically based, while a single
realization of a stochastic model belongs to analytically based.
For stochastic channel models, GBSMs are physically based
and CBSMs are analytically based. It is worth noting that we
isolate BDCMs from CBSMs, as BDCMs are intermediate
method originating from GBSMs to provide closed expressions
and reduced complexity as CBSMs inherently. Here, we also
categorize GBSMs as semi geometrical models, such as SCM,
SCME, WINNER II/+, COST 2100, IMT-Advanced, 3GPP TR
38.901, and QuaDRiGa, and pure geometrical models which
can be further separated into RS-GBSMs and IS-GBSMs.
The twin-cluster model is typical for IS-GBSMs. In addition,
CBSMs include the general correlated KBSM and mutual
coupling based WM. Noting that the SV, i.i.d. Rayleigh, and
some hybrid channel models such as map-based model are not
listed in this figure.

III. FUNDAMENTALS AND RECENT ADVANCES OF
MASSIVE MIMO CHANNEL MODELS

In massive MIMO channels, new channel propagation char-
acteristics are introduced by the usage of large antenna array.
Therefore, conventional MIMO channel models are unable to
provide accurate and computational efficient description of
massive MIMO channels. In this section, we will start with a
brief summary of massive MIMO channel measurements and
analyses of new channel characteristics. Then, fundamentals of
various MIMO channel models and recent advances of massive
MIMO channel modeling will be presented.

A. Massive MIMO Channel Characteristics

With the increase number of antenna elements, array dimen-
sion can become very large especially at the lower frequency

band. Massive MIMO channels may exhibit some new channel
propagation characteristics [49], [56], [57]. For example, the
calculated Rayleigh distance is larger than that using con-
ventional MIMO. MPCs impinging at the Rx or scatterers
within the Rayleigh distance should be treated as the spherical
wavefront. The delays, angles, and amplitudes of MPCs can
change along the array. Except that, different antenna ele-
ments may see different clusters and they experience cluster
BD phenomenon, or in other words, clusters have different
visibility regions (VRs). This is called spatial non-stationary
property. In the multi-user case, channels among different
users tend to show orthogonality and the variations of channel
gain decrease with the increased number of antennas, i.e.,
channel hardening. To validate such conjectures, some massive
MIMO measurement trials have been conducted. In Table II,
advanced channel measurement campaigns and corresponding
analyses are summarized.

In [58], stationarities of small scale fading parameters were
investigated over a large array in a LoS stadium scenario at two
frequency bands. It was found that non-stationarity over ULA
appears at low frequency bands, but not necessarily at high
frequency bands. Channel measurements in [59], at 2.6 GHz
with 128-port virtual ULA and practical UCA in O2O, showed
that PAP varies significantly along the large ULA, while
UCA experiences only a small part of channels seen by
ULA. In the multi-user case, ULA can provide better spatial
resolution than UCA due to larger angular resolution. In [62],
[69], and [70], measurement results showed that channel non-
stationarity occurs in both spatial and delay domains. In [67],
channel measurements were carried out at 6 GHz for massive
MIMO in an indoor hall scenario. Spatial variation along a
large array was investigated. It was found that spatial variation
in the NLoS case is more distinct than that in the LoS case. In
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TABLE II
MASSIVE MIMO CHANNEL CHARACTERISTICS BASED ON MEASUREMENT CAMPAIGNS.

Ref. Frequency
(GHz)

Bandwidth Scenario Array configuration Statistics Channel characteristics

[58] 1.4725,
4.45

91 MHz,
100 MHz Stadium Tx: 128 virtual ULA

Channel coefficient,
Ricean K-factor, RMS DS Spatial non-stationarity

[59] 2.6 50 MHz O2O
Tx: 128 virtual ULA,

128 UCA PAP, SVS, Capacity
Spatial non-stationarity,
favorable propagation

[60] 2.6 50 MHz Court
yard Rx: 128 virtual ULA

K, PAP, antenna correlation,
eigenvalue distribution

Spatial non-stationarity,
near-field effect,

favorable propagation

[6], [61] 2.6 40 MHz
Indoor,
outdoor Rx: 128 cynlidrical Channel gain Channel hardening

[62] 3.33 100 MHz Outdoor
campus Tx: 64 virtual ULA

PDP, PAP,
RMS DS, RMS AS Spatial non-stationarity

[63] 3.5 200 MHz UMa
Tx: 256 virtual UPA

Rx: 16 ODA
PAP, AAoA, AAoD,
cluster number, VR Spatial non-stationarity

[64], [65] 3.5 160 MHz Suburban
road

Tx: 8× 8 planar patch
Rx: 8× 8 cylindrical patch PDP, K, RMS DS Spatial non-stationarity

[66] 5.15 – Indoor
Rx: 10× 10× 10

virtual cube Spherical wave coefficient Near-field effect

[67] 6 200 MHz Indoor
hall

Tx: 64 virtual ULA
Rx: 4 virtual ULA

PADP, RMS DS,
RMS AS, SCCF,

quasi-stationary distance
Spatial non-stationarity

[68] 11 200 MHz Indoor
hotspot Tx: 4× 64 virtual UPA

Observed cluster length,
MPC length Spatial non-stationarity

[69] 11 160 MHz Indoor
lobby

Rx: 4× 64, 64× 4 virtual
UPAs PAP

Spatial non-stationarity,
near-field effect

[70], [71] 11 200 MHz
Indoor
theater Tx: 4× 64 virtual UPA

RMS DS,
coherent bandwidth Spatial non-stationarity

[72] 15 4 GHz Outdoor Rx: 40× 40 virtual UPA
K, RMS DS,

RMS AAS, RMS EAS Spatial non-stationarity

[73] 15 4 GHz Outdoor
rooftop Rx: 40× 40 UPA PDP, PAP, RMS DS Near-field effect

[74] 28 4 GHz Indoor
lab Tx: 21× 21 virtual UPA PADP, RMS DS, RMS AS Spatial non-stationarity

[75] 11, 16,
28, 38

2 GHz,
4 GHz

Indoor
office

Rx: 51× 51 virtual UPA,
76× 76 virtual UPA,
91× 91 virtual UPA,
121× 121 virtual UPA

PDP, PAP, RMS DS,
RMS AS, SCCF

Spatial non-stationarity,
near-field effect

[76] 94 3 GHz Indoor
office

Tx: 4 virtual ULA
Rx: 50× 50 virtual UPA PDP, condition number Favorable propagation

ULA: uniform linear array; O2O: outdoor-to-outdoor; UCA: uniform circular array; PAP: power angle profile; SVS: singular value spread;
AAS/EAS: azimuth/elevation angle spread; PDP: power delay profile; UPA: uniform planar array; ODA: omni-directional array;
PADP: power angle delay profile; SCCF: spatial cross-correlation function.

[72], the 40×40 Rx virtual UPA was split into 7 sub-arrays and
measurement data was processed using the SAGE algorithm
separately. Thus, parameter variations along different sub-
arrays were observed. Statistics including the Ricean K-factor,
RMS DS, AAoA, and EAoA were investigated. In addition,
the concept of spatial stationary clusters was proposed by
identifying multipath clusters across the array. Cluster BD
along the array can be observed based on the life distances
of clusters in azimuth and elevation directions. In [68], MPCs
were extracted using the SAGE algorithm with a sliding
window and clustered applying a hybrid processing scheme.
The BD of clusters and MPCs were statistically characterized,
and a cluster-based channel model was proposed. Based on the
shooting and bouncing ray (SBR) method, simulations were
conducted at 15 GHz using 40×40 UPA in [73]. By analyzing
PDP, PAP, and RMS DS, near field effect was discussed.

For multi-user communications, channel hardening and fa-
vorable propagation are desired properties in massive MIMO
systems [77]. In [6], based on theory, measurement, and
simulation analyses, it was pointed out that channel hardening
can greatly improve reliability in massive MIMO wireless
systems. The simulations were based on the COST 2100 model
and its extension. In [78], an overview of massive MIMO
channel characteristics was given, including near-field effect,
non-stationarity, favorable propagation conditions, and chan-
nel hardening. Such phenomena were verified by condition
number and RMS DS variations calculated based on channel
measurements in indoor environment. More references can be
found in Table II.

In general, spatial non-stationarity, near-field effect, as well
as channel hardening have been found in massive MIMO
channels. However, it should be noticed that existing mas-
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sive MIMO channel measurements mainly centering at low
frequency bands, the massive arrays used are mostly virtual-
ly configured. Channel measurements at different frequency
bands with large practical antenna array under different array
configurations should be carried out, thus to provide a more
convincing thorough analysis of new channel characteristics.

B. AI/ML-based Predictive Channel Model

A description of massive MIMO wireless communication
scenario is shown in Fig. 5, including the visualization and
comparison of different channel modeling methodologies. In
this figure, scatterers are illustrated by solid dark circles.
To summarize recent advances in massive MIMO channel
modeling, a survey of existing massive MIMO channel models
are summarized in Table III.

Benefit from the capability of AI/ML algorithms in non-
linear data processing and prediction, they provide alternative
method to generate a pervasive model for future wireless
channels. In [79], a PCA based complex-value MIMO channel
modeling methodology was proposed. By comparing with
32 × 56 indoor measurement data, the correctness of the
proposed model was validated. It was also pointed out that
the proposed methodology can be used to massive MIMO
channel modeling as it is robust with the increase of antennas.
In [80], an ANN based channel model was proposed to output
six channel statistical properties. The datasets were collected
from real mmWave indoor channel measurments and GBSM
simulations. A thorough summary of AI/ML algorithms for
channel modeling can be found in [81].

However, in massive MIMO channels, AI/ML algorithms
are mostly used for channel estimation for time division
duplex and frequency division duplex, localization, beam-
forming, and beam-steering. In [114], the utilizations of deep
learning to massive MIMO channels were reviewed, including
beam selection, antenna selection, and channel estimation.
In [115], two NN based models were developed for time-
varying mmWave MIMO channels, considering both large-
scale and small-scale fading. They were testified by chan-
nel measurements at 26 GHz in an outdoor microcell and
compared to GBSM cluster-based MIMO channel model. In
[116], an efficient channel estimation scheme was proposed to
address spherical-wave features in THz ultra-massive MIMO
systems. It can be seen that there are still many works to be
done for massive MIMO channel modeling employing AI/ML
algorithms.

C. Deterministic Channel Model

Three ways to obtain fixed MPC parameters for determinis-
tic channel models are channel measurements, RT simulations,
and realizations of stochastic models. Using either a time
domain channel sounder or frequency domain vector network
analyzer, channel measurements can be carried out at different
environments using different setups. After high resolution data
processing using such as the SAGE algorithm, detailed channel
parameters can be estimated. The constructed CIR/CTF can
be validated using measurement data and provide accurate
characterization of certain wireless channels. Related channel

measurement campaigns can be found in Table II. RT can be
used to replace channel measurements, thus to reduce both
economy and time costs [117]. There are many kinds of RT
softwares [16], including Wireless Insite, CloudRT, RadioTrac-
er, WinProp, and CrossWave. To reduce the computation time
using RT and UTD, efficient acceleration techniques were
proposed, such as ray tubes [118]. In [119], the proposed
ray launching scheme was compared with urban channel
measurement data at 890 MHz. This work is one of the
first group papers to use RT for radio-mobile propagation.
By inputting necessary environment descriptions and system
configurations, RT can be used to trace every ray. Parameters
of each ray can be computed based on uniform theory of
diffraction (UTD) [120]. In [121], the importance of RT in
future channel modeling was emphasized. It was pointed out
that with the accurate positioning systems, RT can not only be
used “off-line”, but also can be embedded into future systems
“on-line” to provide real-time channel prediction. More RT
simulations for massive MIMO channels with different array
configurations, frequency bands, and scenarios can be found in
Table III. Though RT can provide accurate channel description
for a given environment with crucial physical parameters, the
accuracy is very much relying on the full description of the
communication environment. Besides, both channel measure-
ments and RT are complex and site-specific, it is impossible to
traverse all communication scenarios. A single realization of
a stochastic channel model is actually a sample function with
certain parameters. Especially for ergodic stochastic process,
statistical properties of any sample function can represent that
of the ergodic stochastic model.

D. CBSM

Let us consider a time-invariant massive MIMO system with
NT transmit and NR receive antennas. Both Tx and Rx are
equipped with ULAs. The complete channel model can be
given as follows

HTotal = QH (1)

where Q is a large-scale coefficient and Q = (PL · SD ·
BL · OL)1/2, with PL denoting the path loss caused by the
propagation distance. SD is the shadow fading which can
be modeled as lognormal distributed, BL is the blockage
effect caused by humans and vehicles [122], and OL is
the oxygen absorption loss exhibits in high frequency bands
communications. In this paper, the subscripts ·T and ·R indicate
entity at the Tx and Rx sides, respectively. The distances
between adjacent antennas are δT and δR for the Tx and Rx,
respectively. In this section, the NLoS case and small-scale
fading are considered. The channel matrix H can be expressed
as follows,

H =

 h1,1 · · · h1,NT

...
. . .

...
hNR,1 · · · hNR,NT

 . (2)

The matrix dimension is NR × NT, where hq,p denotes the
CIR of q-th Rx antenna and p-th Tx antenna. The same
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TABLE III
RECENT ADVANCES IN MASSIVE MIMO CHANNEL MODELING.

Ref. Model Year Frequency
(GHz)

Array
configuration Scenario Statistics

[79]
AI/ML-based predictive

(PCA) 2020 3.5 32× 56 UPA
Indoor meeting

room Channel capacity

[80]
AI/ML-based predictive

(ANN) 2020
11, 16
28, 38

51× 51 UPA,
76× 76 UPA,
91× 91 UPA,
121× 121 UPA

Indoor office
Received power,

RMS DS, RMS AS

[82] Channel measurement 2018 2.53 Cylindrical arrays UMa Intra-/inter-cluster parameters

[83] RT 2017 26
64/1024 ULA,

128 UPA Indoor
PL, SF, RMS DS,

coherence bandwidth

[84] RT 2017 5.25, 10.1,
28-30

25 UPA Urban outdoor PL, PAP, channel capacity

[85] RT 2017 28 64 ULA Indoor PDP, PAAP

[86] RT 2019 26 64 ULA
Indoor center

hall PDP, PAAP, PAEP

[87] KBSM 2015 – 64× 64 ULA – SCCF, channel capacity

[88] WM 2016 – ULA – Channel capacity

[89] WM 2019 – ULA Multi-user
Channel hardening,

favorable propagation

[4], [90] WM
2019
2020 – ULA Multi-user, LoS,

indoor SE

[91]
Semi geometrical

(COST 2100) 2013 2.6 128 virtual ULA
Semi-urban

outdoor BS-VR

[92]
Semi geometrical

(QuaDRiGa) 2016 – 64 ULA Indoor
Multi-user consistency,
spatial non-stationary,
spherical wavefront

[93]
Semi geometrical

(3GPP 3D) 2019 2 ULA
UMa, RMa,

UMi street canyon Spatial consistency

[94]
Semi geometrical

(COST 2100) 2020 2.6 128 virtual ULA Outdoor BS-VR, MPC-VR

[95]
Semi geometrical

(COST 2100) 2021 2.605 32 ULA, UPA – PDP, PAP

[96]
RS-GBSM

(Two-cylinder) 2015 2, 28
Any array
(4 ULA) 200 m apart

ACF, SCCF, Doppler PSD,
condition number

[97]
RS-GBSM
(Multi-ring) 2016 – ULA –

Cluster VR length,
cluster power variation

[98], [99]
RS-GBSM

(Multi-confocal ellipsoid)
2018
2019 2 (32× 32) UPAs Mobile TACF, SCCF

[100] RS-GBSM (One-ring, ellipse),
Semi geometrical

2020 2
Any array
(100 ULA) NLoS, 100 m apart TACF, PSD, SCCF, FCF

[101]
RS-GBSM

(Two-ring, semi-ellipsoidal) 2020 2 10 ULA Cell free
TACF, SCCF,

stationary interval

[102] RS-GBSM 2020 VLC – VLC Received power

[103] RS-GBSM 2020 – ULA V2V S-T-F CF

[104] IS-GBSM 2015 – 32× 32 ULAs – SCCF

[105] IS-GBSM 2018 2, 2.6 100/128 ULA – TACF, SCCF, cluster VR length

[106] IS-GBSM 2021 2.6 128 ULA –
SCCF, cluster VR length,

cluster power variation

[107] IS-GBSM 2021 – ULA RIS TACF, SCCF

[108] IS-GBSM 2021 – UPA THz
S-T-F CF, RMS DS,

RMS AS

[110] IS-GBSM 2021
sub-6,

mmWave – UAV, maritime
TACF, SCCF, PSD,

RMS DS, stationary interval

[111] IS-GBSM 2021 mmWave ULA UAV
PDP, TACF, SCCF,

RMS DS

[112] IS-GBSM 2022 mmWave UPA IoT Channel estimation

[28],
[113] BDCM

2021
2017 – 128 ULA Multi-user

Secret key rate,
per beam synchronization

PCA: principal component analysis; ANN: artificial neural networks; UMa: urban macrocell; RMa: rural macrocell; UMi: urban microcell;
TACF: Temporal autocorrelation function; PSD: power spectral density; RIS: reconfigurable intelligent surface; S-T-F: space-time-frequency.
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Fig. 5. Massive MIMO communication environment and abstracted channel models.

principles can be followed for each delay tap, thus to acquire
the wideband channel models.

If the channel coefficient is assumed as zero-mean complex
Gaussian distributed, the CIR is completely determined by
the channel covariance matrix only and can be generalized
as [123]

vec(H)=R
1/2
MIMOvec(G) (3)

where vec(·) is the vectorization of matrix, it stacks the
columns of H into a column vector of size NRNT × 1, and
vec(G) is an i.i.d. zero mean and unit variance vector. It
should be noted that RMIMO is the full correlation matrix. It
describes the inherent spatial structure of the massive MIMO
channel and contains the mutual correlation values among all
channel matrix elements. It can be calculated using symmetric
channel-oriented way and asymmetric link-end-oriented way
[124]. The former way is mostly used as it forms a Hermitian
matrix,

RMIMO = E
{

vec(H)vecH(H)
}

(4)

where E {·} is the expectation operator and (·)H is the con-
jugate transpose. The size of RMIMO is NRNT × NRNT.
One dimension has the same number of elements as the
channel matrix, that is why it is called channel-oriented.
Each sequentially NR diagonal elements of RMIMO are spatial
correlations from the same Tx antenna. It can be seen that
RMIMO contains N2

RN
2
T elements in total. In order to reduce

the huge size of RMIMO in calculating vec(H), the following
models were proposed successively.

1) i.i.d. Rayleigh Channel Model: The i.i.d. Rayleigh
model assumes no correlation and mutual coupling between
transmit or receive antennas. The elements of fast fading
channel matrix are i.i.d. Gaussian random variables. Elements
of the full correlation matrix are equal to one certain value.
This model can only be used when the MPCs are rich and
distributed uniformly in the spatial domain.

2) KBSM: KBSM was proposed in 1998 by C. N. Chuah et
al [125]. It assumes that correlation at the Tx is independent
from the correlation at the Rx. This implies that nearly no
scatterers exist between the Tx and Rx. All AoAs and AoDs
are deemed to be completely independent, which is over
idealistic. But due to the simplicity of KBSM, it is popularly
used in massive MIMO channels.

The total correlation of the channel can be expressed as the
Kronecker product of the correlation matrices at the Tx and
the Rx [125]

RK=RT ⊗RR (5)

where RT = E
{
HTH∗

}
and RR = E

{
HHH

}
are also called

the one-sided correlation matrices. Consequently, KBSM is
expressed as

HK=R
1/2
R GR

T/2
T . (6)

Operating singular value decomposition for RT and RR,
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RT=UTΛTUH
T (7)

and
RR=URΛRUH

R (8)

with UT and UR are eigenbases consisting of the eigenvectors
denoted by uT,n and uR,m, respectively. It is also noted that
ΛT and ΛR are diagonal matrices containing the eigenvalues
of RT and RR, respectively. Here, we also denote vectors λ̃T
and λ̃R to consist of the square root of the eigenvalues of RT
and RR, respectively. Thus, (6) can be equivalently formulated
as

HK=UR

((
λ̃Rλ̃

T
T

)
�G

)
UT

T. (9)

To incorporate new characteristics of massive MIMO chan-
nels, in [87], KBSM was extended for massive MIMO chan-
nels. It used the BD process to incorporate evolution of
scatterer sets on the array axis. Channel capacities in both
the high and low SNR regimes were derived. Taking the Tx
side as an example, the survival probability of scatterers from
the p-th antenna to the p′-th antenna was defined as [87]

ET,pp′=e−β|p−p
′| (10)

where p, p′ = 1, · · · , NT and β describe how fast a scatterer
disappears on the Tx array axis. ET=[ET,pp′ ]NT×NT

denotes the
survival matrix at the Tx side. Similarly, ER=[ER,qq′ ]NR×NR

denotes the survival matrix at the Rx side (q, q′ = 1, · · · , NR),
the proposed KBSM-BD-AA was expressed as

H̃K=(ER ◦RR)
1/2

G(ET ◦RT)
T/2 (11)

with ◦ denotes the Hadamard product.
Other works have been done for massive MIMO channels

using KBSM. For example, in [126], KBSM was used to
analyze the achievable SE of massive MIMO with multi-
antenna users. In [127], antenna selection was studied for
massive MIMO channels by considering KBSM using PCA.
It was found that KBSM can underestimate channel capacity.
This drawback may become more severe in massive MIMO
channels. Because more scatterers can be resolved, spatial
correlations at both link ends are not isolated [128].

3) WM: WM was proposed in 2003 by W. Weichselberger
[129]. It takes account of joint correlation properties by using
the average coupling between the eigenvectors of both ends.
Different from the KBSM, WM does not divide the channel
spatial correlation properties into two separate Tx and Rx
contributions. It can not only alleviate the restriction imposed
by KBSM and describe the joint spatial structure of the
channel, but also alleviate the restriction imposed by BDCM
and adopts the spatial eigenbases to the array configuration.
It includes both KBSM and BDCM as special cases and cans
be applied to any array configuration and any scenario. WM
can be written as [129]

HW = UR

(
Ω̃W �G

)
UT

T (12)

where Ω̃W has full rank and consists of real-valued nonnega-
tive elements. It links the correlation properties of both ends. It
is the average energy of the virtual single-input single-output
(SISO) channel between each eigenmode of the Tx side and
each eigenmode of the Rx side. It can be calculated as the
element-wise square root of the coupling matrix given by [129]

ΩW = E
{(

uH
RHu∗T

)
�
(
uT

RH∗uT
)}
. (13)

The elements in the q-th row and p-th column of ΩW can
be calculated as

[ΩW ]q,p = ωq,p = E
{∣∣uH

R,qHu∗T,p
∣∣2}

= (uT,p ⊗ uR,q)
H
RMIMO (uT,p ⊗ uR,q)

.

(14)
The reason we call ΩW as a coupling matrix is that its coeffi-
cients specify the mean amount of energy that is coupled from
the m-th eigenvector of the Tx side to the n-th eigenvector of
the Rx side, and vice versa. It reflects the spatial arrangement
of scattering objects.

There are only few papers about massive MIMO WM.
In [89], analysis of multi-user massive MIMO performance
regarding channel hardening and favorable propagation was
carried out based on WM. In [88], WM was extended to 3D
and a novel coupling mode was proposed based on WINNER
II. System capacity with equal power allocation was analyzed.
It was shown that the proposed 3D WM was more accurate
than 3D KBSM in capacity analysis. As pointed out in [129],
Ω can influence channel capacity and can be used to determine
whether spatial multiplexing or diversity to be employed.
In [90], WM was employed for LoS propagation of multi-
antenna user massive MIMO channel under jointly correlated
Ricean fading. The uplink SE was further derived with a
rigorous closed-form expression. In [130], the channel matrix
for massive MIMO channel was divided into fixed part for
LoS component and random part for NLoS components. For
the random matrix, it extended WM by using experimental
distributions based on measurement data for amplitude and
phase of the coupling matrix. The channel capacity and SVS
were compared among measurement data, KBSM, WM, and
the proposed model. It was shown that the proposed model
fitted well with measurement data and performed better than
traditional WM. That is because the coupling matrix in tradi-
tional WM is generated from theoretical analysis and without
real measurement validation.

E. GBSM

Different from CBSMs, GBSMs are more accurate and
flexible to describe wireless channels. This kind of model
provides a general equation with many channel model param-
eters, which are derived based on the geometrical relationships
and experimental distributions. For RS-GBSM, the following
GBSMs are popularly used:

1) One-ring model: Scatterers are distributed on a circle with
the center being Rx (mobile station). It is usually used
for the macro-cell narrowband channels, where the Tx
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Fig. 6. A 3D ultra-wideband twin-cluster massive MIMO channel model [106].

and Rx are far away with the Tx is highly elevated and
unobstructed.

2) Two-ring model: Scatterers are distributed on two circles
with the center being the Tx and Rx, respectively. It is
used in micro-cell scenarios, where the Tx and Rx are
far away with the contribution of remote scatterers to the
total received power are neglected.

3) Ellipse model: The ellipse defines the geometrical dis-
tribution of the scatterers with foci at the center of Tx
and Rx arrays. For one ellipse, the time of arrival is a
fixed value. For multiple con-focal ellipses, the wideband
channel can be modeled. It is used when the Tx and Rx
are close to each other with scatterers located nearby.

4) Sphere/cynlinder model: They are extensions of 2D GB-
SMs by considering the angle parameters in the vertical
plane. With the aid of spheres and multiple con-focal
cylinders, scatterers are assumed to be located on 3D
regular shapes. They can provide more accurate charac-
terization than 2D GBSMs while increasing complexity.

For IS-GBSM, we take a newly proposed general 3D
ultra-wideband twin-cluster massive MIMO channel model
as an example, see Fig. 6 [106]. This model took S-T-
F non-stationarity into consideration. It considered spherical
wavefront and time variant motion of the Tx, the Rx, and
scatterers. It was able to be used to multiple scenarios and
multiple frequency bands.

Considering both LoS and NLoS components, the CIR of
the q-th receive antenna and p-th transmit antenna at time t
and delay τ can be written as [131]

hqp (t, τ) =

√
K

K+1
hLoS
qp (t, τ) +

√
1

K+1
hNLoS
qp (t, τ)

(15)
where K is the Ricean factor denoting the ratio between the
LoS and NLoS powers.

For the LoS case, the complex gain can be derived as

hLoS
qp (t, τ) =

[
Fq,V (φ

R
E,LOS, φ

R
A,LOS)

Fq,H(φRE,LOS, φ
R
A,LOS)

]T
·

[
ejθ

V V
LOS 0

0 −ejθHHLOS

] [
Fp,V (φ

T
E,LOS, φ

T
A,LOS)

Fp,H(φTE,LOS, φ
T
A,LOS)

]
· ej2πfcτ

LOS
qp (t)δ(τ − τLOS

qp (t))

(16)

where fc is the carrier frequency, Fp(q),V (·) and Fp(q),H(·) de-
note antenna patterns for vertical and horizontal polarizations
at the Tx (Rx) side, respectively.

For the NLoS case, the complex gains for NLoS multipaths
can be represented by

hNLoS
qp (t, τ) =

Nqp(t)∑
n=1

Mn∑
m=1

[
Fq,V (φ

R
E,mn

, φRA,mn)

Fq,H(φRE,mn , φ
R
A,mn

)

]T
·

[
ejθ

V V
mn

√
µκ−1mne

jθVHmn√
κ−1mne

jθHVmn
√
µejθ

HH
mn

] [
Fp,V (φ

T
E,mn

, φTA,mn)

Fp,H(φTE,mn , φ
T
A,mn

)

]
·
√
Pqp,mn(t)e

j2πfcτqp,mn (t) · δ(τ − τqp,mn(t))
(17)

where κmn denotes the cross polarization ratio and µ stands
for co-polar imbalance. The propagation delays, angles, and
ray powers can all be derived based on geometrical relation-
ships. This model can also be used to characterize the cluster
BD phenomenon. The total cluster number varies on the large
array axis. More details can be found in [106].

Most existing massive MIMO channel models are based
on GBSM. In [94], semi geometrical COST 2100 model was
extended to massive MIMO channels. The concept of VR
was applied to BS and MPCs to model the appearance and
disappearance of clusters and BD process of individual MPCs,
respectively. Based on channel measurements carried out at
2.6 GHz using 128 virtual ULA, the distributions of VR
lifetimes and numbers for BS-VR and MPC-VR were also
provided. In [105], a non-stationary wideband IS-GBSM was
proposed. The second-order approximation parabolic wave-
front was proposed to model near-field effects efficiently, i.e.,
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spherical wavefront and spatial non-stationarity. The shadow-
ing processes were used to model smooth variations of the
clusters’ average power. In [100] and [132], non-stationary
massive MIMO channel models were studied by using a
transformation method to obtain the joint density function
of the time of arrival and AoA. Three GBSMs including
unified disk, ellipse, and Gaussian scattering were compared.
It was verified by simulations that the Unified Disk and Ellipse
models may bring artifacts when applied to large-scale array.
In [107], a 3D GBSM for massive MIMO communication
systems employing practical discrete RIS was proposed. In
[108], a 3D general THz IS-GBSM was proposed to describe
the non-stationarities and cluster evolution in S-T-F domains.
There are also newly proposed GBSMs for UAV and maritime
scenarios [109], [110]. In [96], a 3D two cylinder RS-GBSM
was proposed by incorporating spherical wavefront and non-
stationary property. By comparing with the 3GPP 3D MIMO
model, the correctness of the proposed model was verified.

F. BDCM

VCR was proposed in 2000 by Akbar M. Sayeed by utiliz-
ing a virtual partitioning of the spatial domain to characterize
MIMO channels [29], [133]. This model was further developed
for massive MIMO channels in recent years, but usually known
as BDCM. For clarity, we unify the designations of these two
models as BDCM.

BDCM is a method originated from beamforming, or we
can see BDCM adds a beamform pre-processor compared
with array domain channel modeling. In this way, advantages
can be obtained, such as reduced computational complexity,
decreased sensitivity to array imperfections, and lower signal-
to-noise ratio (SNR) resolution thresholds. This method can
be regarded as a rising solution to cope with the increasing
complexity of massive MIMO channel modeling. As most
channel models are non-linear in spatial angles, they are
usually difficult to be incorporated in transceiver design and
capacity computations. However, BDCM keeps the essence
of GBSMs and provides a tractable channel characterization
[134], [135].

In traditional array domain, signals emitted from and re-
ceived at a certain pair of antenna elements from all directions
of the 3D space. Then, the CIR is the summation of multipaths
contributions. In the beam domain, the 2D space at the
Tx (Rx) side is divided into several sectors and the beam
domain channel can separate paths of different angles by
different beams [27]. Different elements of the channel matrix
represent signals from different transmit and receive angles.
The CIR of one certain pair of sectors is the summation of
multipaths originated and fallen at this pair of beam sectors,
see Fig. 7. Relations between the virtual beamspace channel
representation HB and H is [29]

HB = AH
RHAT (18)

where AT and AR are unitary matrices, AH
RAR = I and

AH
T AT = I. The columns are orthogonal steering vectors de-

termined by the angle of sectors. Taking ULA as an example,
if M sectors are formed, we can denote AT and AR as

Fig. 7. Signal transmission in beam domain.

AR =
1√
NR

[cR(θR,1), ..., cR(θR,NR)] (19a)

and
AT =

1√
NT

[cT(θT,1), ..., cT(θT,NT)] (19b)

with θR,1, ..., θR,NR and θT,1, ..., θT,NT are sampling angle at the
Tx side and the Rx side, respectively. In addition,

cR(θR,nR) =
[
1, ..., e−j

2π
λ (NR−1)dR sin(θR,nR)

]T
(20a)

and

cT(θT,nT) =
[
1, ..., e−j

2π
λ (NT−1)dT sin(θT,nT)

]T
(20b)

where nR = 1, ..., NR and nT = 1, ..., NT.
The BDCM can also be represented as [29]

HB=AR

(
Ω̃B �G

)
AH

T (21)

where Ω̃B is element-wise square root of the power coupling
matrix ΩB ,

ΩB = E
{(

AH
RHA∗T

)
�
(
AT

RH∗AT
)}

(22)

whose positive and real-valued elements determine the average
power-coupling between the q-th transmit and the p-th receive
virtual directions. The unitary matrices are used to forming
virtual beamspaces and the coupling matrix is the average
power between different beam pairs. BDCM operates DFT
with fixed virtual angles determined by the spatial resolution
of the arrays. It was specified in [136] that when the antenna
numbers of the Tx and Rx ULAs grow large, the eigenspaces
of one-sided matrices can be approximated by unitary DFT
matrices. Under virtual beamspace representation, RT and RR

are approximately Toeplitz.
In [113], BDCM was further used in narrowband multi-

user massive MIMO channel to derive and maximize the
secret key rate [28]. It was also pointed out in [137] that,
the ability to work in a reduced dimension beamspace is even
of more value in the case of a UPA since the total number
of elements may be quite high. For a practical number of
antenna elements, the approximation of the true eigenbases by
the predefined DFT matrices can be rather poor. In [129], it
was pointed out that under the division of virtual directions at
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TABLE IV
COMPARISONS OF MASSIVE MIMO CHANNEL MODELS.

Models Deterministic KBSM RS-GBSM IS-GBSM

WM – [88], [31]–[34] – –

Semi geometrical [93], [37], [38], [39] [30], [40] [96], [100] –

BDCM [35] [32], [33] – [36]

Hybrid – [33] – –

both ends, the assumption of uncorrelated AoA and AoD may
not hold, even though the steering vectors become very sharp
with a large number of antennas. However, as the number of
antenna elements goes to infinity, the DFT matrices serve as
asymptotically optimal eigenfunctions for the channel matrix.
As a consequence, the matrix elements of H can become
insignificantly correlated when BDCM is applied to massive
MIMO channels. In [36], an attempt of modeling in the
beam domain was made for massive MIMO channels, which
transformed existing GBSMs from the antenna domain into
the beam domain. Both spherical wavefront and space-time
non-stationarity were considered.

It should be noted that, with the inclusion of spherical
wavefront and non-stationarity, it is not easy to get the unitary
matrices. Another way to establish a BDCM is to directly
sum the contributions of MPCs in each virtual cluster up.
Problems remain are how to describe spherical wavefront
and spatial non-stationarity in the beam domain, and is there
any other new beam domain channel characteristics need to
be considered. By comparing with existing GBSMs, it was
concluded that the proposed BDCMs have less complexity
and more convenient for transmission design. Therefore, their
potential in massive MIMO channel modeling needs to be
further investigated.

IV. COMPARISON OF MASSIVE MIMO CHANNEL
MODELS

A. Survey of Channel Model Comparison Works

There are some existing works that compare different mas-
sive MIMO channel models, as shown in Table IV. In [37],
the coherence bandwidth and downlink data rate of massive
MIMO channel with 256 BS antennas were investigated by
using RT simulations and the WINNER II model. It was
pointed out that the favorable features generated with the
WINNER II model over RT was worth further investigating.
For CBSMs, they are unable to capture the spatial-temporal-
frequency non-stationary properties [128]. Channel modeling
using KBSM and WM were introduced and compared in [31].
In [32], performances of three CBSMs were assessed via PAS,
average mutual information, and average diversity measure.
It is defined that a good model should render the relevant
aspects of MIMO channel to be deployed. In [35], BDCM
was used to represent the MIMO channel model in the angular
domain from RT simulation of a SISO system. Compared with
KBSM and BDCM, WM is scarcely used in massive MIMO

channels on account of the increased number of parameters
to be specified [89]. In [33], a general model framework of
CBSMs was presented for wideband MIMO channels. Channel
measurements were carried out to evaluate the joint AoA-
AoD-delay power spectrum and capacity of the i.i.d. Rayleigh
model, KBSM, WM, BDCM, and the hybrid model. In [138],
six massive MIMO channel models were compared, including
one KBSM-BD-AA and five GBSMs consisting of the 2D
elliptical model, the 2D parabolic model, the 3D twin-cluster
model, the 3D 5G channel model, and the 3D ellipsoid model.
It was shown that SCCFs and channel capacities of those 3D
channel models are larger than those of 2D channel models.
In [93], a GBSM for massive MIMO spatial consistency was
proposed. In order to validate the behavior of the proposed
model, extensive RT simulations were performed to show very
good agreement [139].

It can be seen in Table IV that most works concentrate on
KBSM and semi-geometrical model. Channel model compar-
ison of massive MIMO channel models is scarce, especially
in lack of comparison of ML-based and BDCM with other
channel models.

B. KPIs for Evaluating Channel Models

There are mainly three KPIs to evaluate the performance
of channel model, including accuracy, complexity, and perva-
siveness/universality. Comparisons of classical non-predictive
channel models are illustrated in Fig. 9.

1) Accuracy: It indicates to what extent the real channel
is reproduced. The calculated statistical property and
systematical performance of the channel model should
both be sufficiently accurate to represent those of the
corresponding real wireless propagation channel.

The commonly interested channel statistical properties con-
sist of the first-order statistics affected by the scattering envi-
ronment (mean, probability density function (PDF), and cumu-
lative distribution function (CDF)), the second order statistics
(time autocorrelation function (ACF), time/frequency/spatial
cross-correlation function (CCF), Doppler/delay/angular pow-
er spectral density (PSD), envelope level crossing rate (L-
CR), and average fade duration (AFD)), and other high-order
statistics. For instance, in order to analyze the correlation
properties between different antennas, SCCF can be calculated.
For GBSM, it can be calculated as
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ρqp,q′p′ (δT , δR) = E

[
h∗qphq′p′∣∣h∗qp∣∣ |hq′p′ |

]
= ρLoS

qp,q′p′ (δT , δR) + ρNLoS
qp,q′p′ (δT , δR)

. (23)

Similarly, SCCFs for CBSMs can be calculated. For BDCM,
the SCCF should be calculated between different beams.
According to the SCCF [140], coherence distance indicating
the minimum array element spacing to maintain channel
stationarity can be calculated, i.e., channel within this distance
does not change significantly.

Systematic performances can be measured by channel ca-
pacity, bit error rate, etc. Considering single-user case, without
channel knowledge at the Tx side, the channel capacity with
equal power allocation can be calculated as

C = E
{
log2

[
det

(
I +

SNR

NT
H̄H̄H

)]}
(bit/s/Hz) (24)

where det (·) denotes the determinant operation and H̄ is the
normalized channel matrix:

H̄ = H

{
1

NTNR

∑
q,p

|hq,p|2
}− 1

2

. (25)

For KBSM-BD-AA, channel capacity can be calculated by
substituting H̄ with the normalized H̃K . For BDCMs, the
channel number NTNR should be replaced by the virtual beam
number MTMR. Under ideal conditions, i.e., rich scattering
but uncorrelated environment, the theoretical capacity increas-
es linearly as the minimum Tx and Rx numbers. However,
due to the spatial correlation, the calculated channel capacity is
usually underestimated and lower than expected, especially for
indoor environments. This is because the correlation properties
at/between the Tx and Rx are ignored. It was shown in many
literatures that KBSM has the lowest capacity than other
models as it usually underestimates channel capacity. In [125],
calculations of capacity with water-filling and equal power
allocation methods were presented.

In Fig. 8, channel capacities calculated using different
channel models are illustrated and compared with real mea-
surement data. The channel measurement is conducted in an
urban environment with 32 Rx antennas and 8 Tx antennas
at 5.3 GHz. The GBSM is simulated referring to [106]. It
can be seen that GBSM provides the best fitting with channel
measurement data, while BDCM next to it. The KBSM
performs the worst as it ignores the dependencies between Tx
and Rx link ends. The performances of full correlation based
model and WM are quite similar, however, the accuracies are
less satisfactory.

2) Complexity: It measures the operations needed for chan-
nel model generation. The derivation of model param-
eters and the generation of channel matrix should be
labor/economic/computational efficient.

According to the methodologies to obtain different channel
models, the complexity of channel models can be compared.
Deterministic channel models have the highest complexity as
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Fig. 8. Channel capacities of various channel models.

they are site-specific, GBSMs can characterize categories of
environments but have to derive parameters for each MPC,
they both can provide the most accurate description of wireless
channels. CBSMs have very low complexity, with KBSM
having N2

T + N2
R and WM having NTNR + NT (NT −

1) + NR(NR − 1). BDCM have NTNR parameters to be
determined and also have very low complexity. The AI/ML-
based predictive channel models are expected to provide lower
complexity than conventional non-predictive channel models.
In massive MIMO channel modeling, the complexity can be
increased with array size, as well as the inclusion of new
channel characteristics.

3) Pervasiveness/universality: The proposed channel model
should be suitable for a wide range of propagation
scenarios with different system setups.

As channel measurement and RT simulation are exclusive
for certain communication scenarios, they are not flexible for
the characterization of different channels. CBSMs are based
on the joint spatial correlation properties at Tx and Rx sides,
they have the moderate pervasiveness/universality. BDCMs
are intermediate method originating from GBSMs to provide
closed expression and reduced complexity as CBSMs. They
also have the moderate pervasiveness/universality. GBSMs,
however, benefit from the usage of geometrical distribution of
scatterers, are more flexible for different scenarios. Predictive
channel models should be trained with extensive measure-
ment/simulation data and adapted to unknown channels. This
guarantees their basic pervasiveness/universality.

V. FUTURE RESEARCH CHALLENGES

A. Full Exploration of Existing Channel Modeling Methods

As introduced above, there are already some works toward
massive MIMO channel modeling. However, most of them are
based on the GBSMs, which cannot provide the best tradeoff
among three KPIs. By comparing different channel models, it
can be seen that BDCMs and AI/ML-based predictive models
have moderate performances. To give better description of
massive MIMO channels, these models should be further ex-
plored. Furthermore, AI/ML-based predictive channel models
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Fig. 9. Comparisons of non-predictive channel models.

can be used to acquire timely prediction of wireless channels
at new frequency bands and scenarios.

In order to further improve performance of massive MIMO
channel models, another natural thought is to propose new
channel models that flexibly incorporating the advantages of
different channel models. The ultimate aim of this combination
is to achieve a better tradeoff among three KPIs [23]. For
example, METIS is a hybrid channel model that incorporates
both a map-based model to generate large scale parameters
and a GBSM to get small scale parameters. In [141], a
statistical block fading channel model was presented for multi-
user massive MIMO systems. It incorporated the properties of
CBSM and GBSM to simulate correlation in time/frequency
domain and spatial correlation, respectively. Taking new chan-
nel characteristics of massive MIMO into consideration, how
to provide better description of massive MIMO channels based
on the combination of existing channel models is worth further
investigating.

B. Characterization of Multi-User (Ultra-) Massive MIMO
Channels

As shown in Fig. 5, 3D and multi-user massive MIMO are
promising for future wireless communication systems [142].
The impact of array dimension has also motivated ultra-
massive MIMO systems. The ultra-massive array dimension
could attain several tens of meters. It can be integrated into
large structures, such as large shopping malls, that serve a
large number of devices [143], [144]. In addition, with the
employment of full-digital beamforming technique to acquire
better massive MIMO system performance, the uplink and
downlink channels will exhibit nonreciprocal property. By
facilitating with different array patterns, more users can be
accessed in the uplink, while better SNR can be obtained
in the downlink. Therefore, another important characteristic
of massive MIMO channels is the asymmetric phenomenon.

However, existing analyses of various massive MIMO channel
characteristics are still not sufficient, especially in lack of com-
prehensive channel measurements and analyses under different
array configurations. To provide accurate channel modeling,
more channel measurements should be conducted and new
channel characteristics should be fully investigated.

C. Pervasive Massive MIMO Channel Models at All frequency
Bands and All Scenarios

The ultimate aim of massive MIMO channel modeling is to
propose pervasive channel models, which are able to charac-
terize wireless channels at different frequency bands and all
communication scenarios. Here, all frequency bands include
sub-6 GHz, mmWave, THz, and optical wireless communi-
cations [145]. The pervasive channel model should not only
provide a full description of IoT and massive MIMO channel
characteristics, but also other scenarios such as UAV, V2V,
HST, etc [146]–[150]. In addition, massive MIMO using RIS
is a new topic to improve system coverage. The standard per-
vasive channel model can be a combination of RT, GBSM, and
AI/ML-based channel models. It should provide fair tradeoff
among accuracy, complexity, and pervasiveness/universality.
Based on the pervasive channel model, reasonable compar-
isons of different algorithms and technologies can be obtained.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, two mainstream massive MIMO channel
model classification methods, i.e., physical vs. analytical and
deterministic vs. stochastic methods, have been thorough-
ly compared. A more inclusive and clear massive MIMO
channel model classification framework has been proposed,
i.e., AI/ML-based predictive channel models and classical
non-predictive channel models, which utilizes deterministic
vs. stochastic method but combines physical vs. analytical
method with clear boundaries. This will allow researchers to
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choose massive MIMO channel models based on different
applications. Existing massive MIMO channel measurement
campaigns and advanced channel modeling works have been
fully reviewed. It has been concluded that extensive channel
measurements and characteristic analyses should be conducted
in the future. The necessity of a pervasive massive MIMO
channel model that considers all frequency bands and all
scenarios has also been emphasized.
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